
 
L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T

January, 2013

Hello,

Some years look promising from the start. While 2012 was definitely a good year all around, I’m particularly 
focused on the new beginnings of 2013.

Regardless of how we got here, we now have certainty about our income and estate tax rates for the 
foreseeable future. It’s a good time to discuss tax efficient strategies, charitable giving and estate planning 
options, and retirement income strategies for the new world. Maybe you’re one of the many who updated 
their estate plan in anticipation of tax changes, but just in case you didn’t get around to it, we would welcome 
the opportunity to help you bring your plans up to date.  Having just done that myself, I can attest to just how 
good it feels to check it off the list.

Since we first told you about our plan to join with Columbia Bank, we have had a chance to learn more about 
their holistic approach to wealth management. And we like what we see. Their Private Banking  and financial 
planning capabilities enhance our investment management and trust services in meaningful ways. We will 
have a full service trust office in Tacoma, staffed with experienced trust officers and a portfolio manager.  
As we complete the merger, your trust relationship manager will help you evaluate these added wealth 
management services and introduce you to our new colleagues. 

Just as important is what will not be changing. Our West Coast Trust management team is staying in place, and 
we are retaining our investment discipline, accounting system and the staff with whom you have developed 
personal relationships. Our name will change, but I do not anticipate any interruption to our services.

At the same time, 2013 will bring some nice enhancements to our Trust services. We plan to add mailboxes 
to your online account so that we can put important information, like tax reports, at your fingertips. Plans 
are also underway to add portfolio performance calculations to many client statements, thereby reducing 
the need for separate performance reports. If you’re like me, one of your goals is to reduce the amount of 
paperwork clutter in your personal office. Both of these enhancements should make your life just a little bit 
easier.

What we all truly appreciate as we look forward to our year of new beginnings is that you will be there with 
us. The team still plans to arrive early and stay late, doing whatever it takes to do our best on your behalf. 
We again thank you for allowing us to serve you. Your loyalty is always appreciated.

Sincerely,

 

Sandra C. Mico 
President, West Coast Trust
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PROFILE – Kim Morton

If you’re looking for someone to help you see 
the big picture with your financial affairs, 
West Coast Trust Business Development 
Officer Kim Morton is ready to talk. A recent 
graduate of Willamette Law School, Kim 
believes that legal issues are approached 
with a broad view, not just what is seen up 
front, and now uses that skill to help her 
clients. 

She says, “I’m able to take a step back with clients and say, ‘These 
are the current issues, but what are the underlying concerns and 
the consequences of this action?’”

Kim joined the West Coast Trust team in November 2012, soon 
after passing the Oregon state bar exam. She acts as relationship 
manager for trust and investment management clients, and 
meets with prospective clients to answer questions and explain 
what West Coast Trust has to offer. 

She says, “You have to be organized, be able to wear a lot of 
different hats and switch from one to the other quickly.  It also 
helps to be a part of a great team, one that can deliver customized 
solutions for each of our clients.”

Kim enjoys coming to work. “Every day is a little bit different,” she 
says. “I especially like to meet with clients. I get to know each of 
them and the things that are on their mind. To be able to say, ‘We 
can help you with that’ is very rewarding.”

Outside of work, Kim loves to run and cook the delicious food of 
Louisiana, her home state.   

Kim is thankful she found her niche so quickly and sees her own big 
picture as a West Coast Trust team member for years to come. 

Each quarter we reevaluate all mutual fund managers to make 
sure that they’re generating superior results within their man-
dates. This is especially critical when narrow trading ranges 
make it very difficult to make up ground lost due to poor disci-
pline or bad stock picking.

Our Criteria 
Rank vs. Peers 3 Yrs
Rank vs. Peers 5 Yrs
Rank vs. Peers Bear Mkt
Average Fund Expense
Management Tenure

Benchmark 
Upper 33%
Upper 33%
Upper 50%
1.06%
3 Yrs Minimum

WCT Results 
Upper 45%
Upper 16%
Upper 34%
0.82%
12.2 Yrs

M A N A G E R  S C O R E C A R D
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Trust Business Lines Asset Breakdown

Institutional
36%

Traditional Personal Trust
20%

Investment Management
32%

Equity
39%

Fixed Income
42%

Cash
7%Real Estate

4%

Miscellaneous
8%

Pension and
Profit Sharing

12%

“We Are Our Own Worst Enemy”

In theory, investors are rational, wealth-maximizing decision 
makers. Academics insist underpinnings of financial markets are 
efficient—absent of emotion and completely objective—capable 
of only offering fair risk-adjusted returns to willing participants. 
With the same certainty of following a road map to get you from 
Portland to Los Angeles, conventional market wisdom suggests 
doing “this” or “that” will put you on a similar “road” to investment 
success, providing a sense of security from the belief that there is 
an underlying process that always works and can always be relied 
upon. Yet this is a theory, and as Yogi Berra wisely pointed out, “In 
theory, there is no difference between practice and theory, but in 
practice there is.” Nowhere is this truer than in investing.

The truth is, markets are made up of people, with their emotions, 
insecurities, fears, biases, and foibles. Our tendency is to react in 
extremes, especially when enduring emotional or psychological 
pressures. Consequently, we are prone to make mistakes. Take, for 
example, the theory that people want to buy more goods when 
the price of those goods falls, and buy less as the price rises. This 
is a basic tenet of economics, the law of demand. Higher prices 
attract less demand while lower prices attract much greater 
demand. But, in practice, investors tend to do just the opposite: 
favor investments whose price has risen and avoid investments 
whose price has fallen. When we buy shares of Company A for $40 
and those shares subsequently rise to $60, we say to ourselves 
we should buy more, thinking it will soon rise to $80. Likewise, if 
those shares had fallen to $20, we say to ourselves we should sell, 
thinking it may go down to $0 very soon. Investors who find their 
attraction to certain investments increases as the price of those 
investments rise are, by definition, acting irrationally. Yet, we all 
know someone—not ourselves of course—who exhibits this exact 
type of emotional, non-objective behavior. 

Therefore, it is critical that we, as investors and managers of 
your portfolio, confront the reality that there is a human side to 
investing. There are important insights offered by financial theory 
that ought to be incorporated into our investment philosophy and 
analytical process. But more importantly, we should actively limit 
our emotions, insecurities, fears, biases, and foibles in order to 
achieve the highest level of objective, rational thinking possible.

So know this: At West Coast Trust we’re human too, but we try to 
control our human inclinations with:

•  A consistent, timeless investment philosophy; 

•  A clearly defined, verifiable investment style;

•  A process-driven investment strategy;

•  A democratic structure for investment decision making; and

•  Vigilance against emotional or psychological biases.

Eric Burnside
Portfolio Officer
West Coast Trust 
503-279-3188
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THE BOTTOM LINE

Cliff Hanger

The great Country & Western songwriter Harlan Howard once said 
that all you need to write a great song is “three chords and the 
truth.” Country & Western, and Rock and Roll for that matter, are 
pretty simple musically, with many songs utilizing only the three 
fundamental chords in each key.  What is missed, though, is that 
those three chords contain each of the seven principal notes of 
the scale and have created virtually all of the popular music that 
most of us love so much.  Would it be stretching the metaphor 
too thin, then, to suggest that a solution to the fiscal cliff—one 
that recognizes the plain “truth” of our situation—would be one to 
which we all contribute? 

Perhaps we would have been better off if Mr. Howard had gone 
to Washington instead of Nashville.  The budget debate might 
have been, if not less confrontational, at least simpler.  But there 
at the end of 2012 we stood exactly where many said we would 
be after the debt limit crisis of 2011.  To craft a solution to that 
crisis, congressmen and senators hoisted themselves by their own 
petard in a political trade that extended the debt limit in exchange 
for meaningful fiscal reform before the end of 2012.  Realists 
observed that congressmen and senators can’t even agree on 
names for public buildings, much less meaningful fiscal reform, 
and predicted exactly what we had at the end of the year, a last-
minute frenzy of negotiations that still failed to address the real 
issues confronting the nation.  We may yet hear “three chords and 
the truth,” but unless Washington changes its ways, the truth will 
be coming from our creditors.

Everyone involved in the debate knows the truth with certainty: 
revenues must go up and expenditures must go down.  But to 
strain the musical metaphor even further, some want to use only 
the forty-four keys on the left hand side of the piano, while others 
want to use only the forty-four on the right.  There is no great left-
handed music; there is no great right-handed music.  Great music 
uses all the notes. Something has to give. 

The Challenges

Upon the announcement by Mitch McConnell that all tax issues 
in dispute had been resolved between himself and Vice President 
Biden, the stock market moved instantly upward by about 1%.  
After passage of the bill late on New Year’s Day, the indices 
jumped another 2% at the open. Relief that the drama had 
paused probably drove the market more than anything else, but it 
foreshadowed the fiscal war that is yet to come.  The drama over 
tax rates was actually the easiest of the issues facing Congress in 
2013, and it ended only after the Vice President was asked to step 
in between Senate majority and minority leaders who hate each 
other so much that they cannot have a meaningful exchange on 
behalf of the nation.  What must they now do?  Is it so simple that 
you could play it with three chords?

The Debt Ceiling – Sometime in the next 30-45 days Congress 
will need to deal with the debt ceiling.  The US officially ran out 
of money on December 28, but the Treasury Department is 
pulling a few rabbits out of some hats to get us along until the 
end of February.  Republicans who recognized that the President 
more or less won the fight on tax rates will no doubt extract a 

full measure of revenge over the next debt ceiling fight, and yet 
the President, preparing for a full blown political war, has stated 
that he will not debate the payment of debts with Congress.  To 
suggest that either the President or the Congress would permit 
the benchmark credit for the world to go into default simply to 
score political points raises questions of market uncertainty that 
are beyond anyone’s forecasting capability.

Revenues – Everyone in Washington acknowledges that revenues 
must go up.  One side, however, wants to raise revenue by taxing 
the wealthiest Americans and corporations, while the other 
side wants to raise revenue by lowering taxes on most, if not all, 
Americans.  Both sides have mountains of academic research to 
support their mutually exclusive positions.

Expenditures – Everyone in Washington acknowledges that 
government expenditures must come down, but there is virtually 
no agreement on where we will execute the cuts or when we 
will begin.  Anyone who has studied the issues understands that 
“eliminating waste” only solves about 5% of the problem, which is 
totally dominated by Medicare and Defense. Democrats refuse to 
touch Medicare, while Republicans are horrified at the thought of 
cutting on Defense.

And the Economy?

The uncertainty from Washington will no doubt create volatility 
in the equity markets during the first half of the year.  This may 
particularly be the case during the coming debt ceiling debate, 
but we must recognize that in the end, there is no choice for 
either side but to find a solution that allows us to retain our credit 
status.  Getting there, however, will come only after another 
bitter and publicly embarrassing tussle between Democrats and 
Republicans.

Apart from that debate, however, the economy has been muddling 
along. Third quarter 2012 GDP was a whopping 3%.  Credit quality is 
improving.  Rates remain at rock-bottom lows. On a year over year 
basis, virtually every important economic indicator shows some 
level of improvement.  Retail sales, unemployment, and consumer 
spending all show improvement.  New home sales in particular 
are doing very well, although from a dramatically lower base 
than at the recent peak. While some forecasts indicate slowness 
in the economy during the first half, there is enough evidence to 
go around that next year at this time the economy may be even 
stronger than it is today. Europe, the source of much of our stock 
market volatility in recent quarters, appears to be grinding toward 
a conviction that the European Union will survive, and Europeans 
will do whatever it takes to make that happen.  Even Greece, the 
poster child for the collapse, is beginning to show signs of life.  In 
short, things are getting better. Provided, of course, that Congress 
and the White House stay out of the way. 

And the Market?

In spite of the various headwinds confronting the economy in 
2013, there are distinct tailwinds that could push the market along.  
Government must begin to shrink. However, the odds are good 
that the process of shrinkage will be more deliberate than most 
budget hawks desire, and the possibility of a fiscal policy-induced 
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recession in 2013 are lower today than just a few weeks ago.  The 
homebuilding industry is doing very well, and the financial services 
industry just logged the best year in the last five.  China and Japan 
are doing their part, and it looks as if trade with those nations will 
not collapse into recessions there.   

Believe it or not, we’ve been in a bull market—of sorts.  While we 
remain in a very long term bear market, it is nevertheless the case 
that bear markets have bull markets embedded within them.  The 
current bull is almost four years old, and that’s getting a little long 
in the tooth as market cycles go.  However, there is still a case 
to be made that there are a few more puffs on the cigar before 
earnings and multiples top out into a new bear market.  One 
important factor in the continuation of the current bull market 
has nothing to do with stocks at all, and that’s bonds. 

Fixed income rates have been at historic lows for months, in large 
part because of Fed action.  But rates have also been low because 
investors have been pulling money out of the stock market by 
the hundreds of billions since 2008.  While no one can say with 
certainty when or by how much rates will go up, it is nevertheless 
clear that they will be higher in the future than they are today.  
Investors holding bonds will be confronted with duration risk and 
will be stunned to see the value of their “safe” investments go 
down as rates increase.  Investors will also experience credit risk 
if the budget talks fail to go well.  Either way, rates must sooner or 
later begin to increase. 

When rates go up, investors will begin to seek alternatives, and 
many of them will rediscover the stock market.  Dividend paying 
stocks will be sporting yields that exceed that of most any bond in 
the portfolio. Given the additional potential for price appreciation, 
dollars may begin to move back to equities.  In other words, the 
economy does not need to improve very much to support a 
reasonably good year in the stock market in 2013.

Our View

As we see the landscape, then, there are plenty of reasons to 
expect a highly volatile spring in 2013.  And while the risk of an 
outright recession may have receded with the compromise on tax 
rates, there is nevertheless a risk of at least one quarter of barely 
positive GDP growth. Those are the downside risks. 

Now, however, we may well have moved to a point where there is 
also upside risk in the market; that is, the forces tending to move 
the market upward may equal or even outweigh the forces that 
contribute toward volatility.  In this environment, portfolios need 
to exhibit a different form of caution, because a purely defensive 
approach may result in missed opportunities. In the year 2012 
the market raced along, finishing the third quarter within sight of 
levels not seen since 2007.  Election year volatility and concern 
over the fiscal cliff trimmed those gains somewhat, but the patient 
investor willing to endure a little stomach acid was rewarded when 
the books closed on New Year’s Eve.  

The year 2013 may be a bit different, in fact, a bit more like 2010 
and 2011, with volatility in the front end and a nice recovery in the 
second half.  It is admittedly hard to leave one’s nest egg exposed to 
spiking volatility, because the pain of 2008 is still freshly recalled.  
Nasty as it may become, however, we must recall that in 2008 we 
were looking at a systemic catastrophe which dwarfed anything 
we may experience in 2013.  There is no one who can tell with 
certainty when the 2013 volatility might begin or when it might 
end.  The best we can do is balance the risks, take a reasoned 
approach to the portfolio and then wait it out.   

Thus, while we remain slightly underweight in equities in our 
allocations, we have increased the overall allocation toward stocks 
versus bonds and have significantly decreased our exposure 
toward defensive asset classes.  Our increased allocation toward 
stocks has been broadly applied to large caps and mid caps, as 
we see a broad expansion in the market to be more likely than an 
increase in one sector versus another.  We also expect that sooner 
or later in the coming year or so, fixed income investors will begin 
to regain the courage to own equities and will sell their bonds to 
do so. 

The behavioral aspect of investing is what makes it so devilishly 
difficult.  Many investors fail to control the deeply human tendency 
to seek confirmation of one’s suspicions rather than objectively 
analyze all sides of a problem.  That failure tends to make us focus 
on the most recent set of data rather than long term trends, past 
or future. While we must be cognizant of current events, we must 
also understand that the market will be driven by much broader 
forces over time horizons that are difficult for us to perceive.

It is entirely reasonable to expect that slow growth with occasional 
volatility will typify the next five to ten years in the global equity 
markets.  That occasional volatility will scare many investors 
away from equities at exactly the wrong time.  It is important to 
remember that the stock market reflects the economy over the 
long term but may be totally disconnected from the economy over 
the short term.  Thus, while the economy has staggered along 
over the last five years, the stock market has more than doubled.

“Three chords and the truth” may be a tune that Congress and the 
White House just can’t play.  That said, we will no doubt stumble 
along to some kind of resolution of our problems.  In the meanwhile 
businesses will adjust, and other nations will no doubt stumble 
along through their own issues.  Investors with the courage to look 
past the news cycle will always survive the drama in better shape 
than those who are waiting for the drama to come to an end.

Rick Trout 
Chief Investment Officer
West Coast Trust 
503-279-3185
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